Hi,
Thanks for completing the survey.
Your responses are listed below.
What is your full name?
Demelza O'Brien

What is your email address?
demelza.obrien@huttvalleydhb.org.nz

Are you submitting on behalf of a group or organisation?
Yes

If yes, what is the name of the group or organisation?
Regional Public Health

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
How do you rate these targets? (Please select one option in each row)
Safety

About right

Reduce emissions

About right

Mode-share

About right

Highest priority
#6 Let’s Get Wellington Moving

Why did you choose this project as priority #1?
RPH is supportive of providing faster public transportation services with bus corridors where
buses pass frequently. Reducing travel time and improving reliability of buses will not only
increase the number of people using public transportation, but also peoples’ ability to move
around the city and access to essential services.

Second highest priority
#28 Northern Connection cycleway

Why did you choose this project as priority #2?
Increasing healthy active transportation has a profound impact on the wellbeing and
resilience of the population. Reducing risk of accidents while making it easier to choose a
healthy mode of transport, especially along regionally significant routes in Wellington City
will be especially beneficial in easing access to services while encouraging exercise.

Third highest priority
#18 Electric bus fleet 1

Why did you choose this project as priority #3?
Environmental health is directly associated with and impactful of human health. Prioritising
the shift from buses that contribute to carbon emissions to electric buses is an important
step that Wellington should take towards environmental sustainability.

Would you like to present your submission on the RLTP in person to
a subcommittee of the Regional Transport Committee at a formal hearing?
No

If you wish the whole or any part of your submission or objection to be kept confidential,
you must tell us and outline the reasons. However, any information provided to Council
will become subject to the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987
and may be released by the Council under that Act.

Do you wish for the whole, or any part of your submission to be kept confidential?
No

Would you like to hear more about regional transport and other Greater Wellington
activities in the fortnightly e-newsletter To Tātou Rohe - Our Region?
Yes

Thanks again
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